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ABSTRACT. Equutious uro (U‘nv(*,d i'oi* tlio rnflc'ction and traunmiHsion coojBicients 
of a plane ele(;troma^ 3;rieti(! wavo iucidt'nt uoi tnially on u jjlcisma having a homogeneous layer 
in the middle and iiihoiuogoiK'ouH layer’s ou both sidos. 4^1u* ncjiuit ioiis are expressed in terms 
of parameters which can hi' eal(*ulat<'d fi'oni the eliHr{i.'‘i(*nsli(* properties of the plasma by 
applying a uumeneal motlmd and using a digital eonipulei'. it is found to be possible to 
simplify the calculations if th<‘ inhoniogent*ous layers art‘ idiMitical.
A plasma with a trape/oidal distrilmtion of (‘liMdron dcMisity along its thickness is dis­
cussed. Th(! reflection and transmission (‘ocfticumts Ibr a numlKu* of such plasmas can be 
direcdly calculated from the results reported iu the papt»r. Th»5 results reh^ r to a few typical 
thieknosses of the inhomogiUK'ous lay<‘rs of llu' plasma, for which approximate methods that have 
been generally used in the past for determining tin* coellicieuts turn out to lx* unsatisfatdory.
I N T K O D l U V n O N
Over the la^t iour nr d(M*ades tlie interax tinri of an eleeirnmagn(di(; wavo 
and a gaseous jdasma lias attraeUnl an ap[)recial)le amount of attention parti­
cularly as due to radio-wave (exploration of the ionosplu^v, — whicdi can ho 
treated consisting of a few lavtu’s ( f  plasma,, -in connection with l(mg distance 
radio-wave (‘omiminication. In rectmt years the kiiowlodg(‘ of the subject is 
finding wider application in various fields, such as tht!? c'arth-to-satcllite communi­
cation systems, microwavt^ diagnostic methods for plasmas in thcrnio-nuclear 
experiments and in discharge and shock-wavi^ tubes (Francis, 1960). The method 
for determining the reflection and transmission coefficients of a plane electro­
magnetic wave incident normally on a plasma uiih an arbitrary distrilmtion of 
electron density has been described elsinvhere (Nii'oll and Basu, l!)b2). However, 
in practice, the electron density in a plasma can he oltiui assumed to he uniform 
oxc€>pt in the boundary regions, where the electron density gradually changes 
from zero to that of the uniform film. Such a plasma can he tri^aterl as a strati­
fied one with a uniform film in the middle and inhomogeneous boundary layers 
on both sides. The reflection and transmission propertie^s of the plasma can bt 
expressed in terms of : (1) tlie thickness of and propagation coefficient for the
*The abstract of the paper was published, in a slightly different- form, in Pari III of the 
Proceedings of the 50th Session of the Indian Science Congress.
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uniform film, and (2) the reflection and transmission coefficients for the inhomo­
geneous layers. This has tlio advantage that the calculation of the reflection 
and transmission coefficients for plasmas with a central uniform layer of variable 
thickness but m ith the same inhomogeneous layers becomes easy. Further simpli­
fications in the calculations are possible if the inhomogeneous layers on either 
side are identical.
The distribution of electron density in plasmas obtained in discharge tubes 
is, in many cases, trapezoidal (Wharton and Slager, 1960). This paper reports 
numerical results in graphical form, w^hich may be used to give the reflection and 
transmission coefficients for a wide range of plasmas with trapezoidal distribution 
of electron density. The thicknesses of the inhomogeneous layers of the plasmas 
are taken to be of the order of a wavelength of the incident wave, since it is in these 
cases that approximate treatments, such as the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin method, 
become unsatisfactory.
To make the calculations tractable several simplifying assumptions are made. 
The plasma layers which are of finite thi(*kn(^ss an^ taken to be infinite in lateral 
directions so that diffraction effects can be neglected. The plasma is assumed 
to be free from any magnetic field except that of the incident electromagnetic 
radiation, and the variation of electron density in th(  ^ plasma is assumed one­
dimensional, viz., only along its thickness.
G E N E R A L  E Q U A T I O N S ^
In Fig. 1, the section A D  repre-sents a stratified medium, consisting of a uni­
form film BC, marked 2, and inhomogeneous boundary layers A B  and CD. The 
inhomogeneous layers separate the uniforni film from the homogeneous media 
1 and 3.
I :
V :
mt
N .
Ne =
♦ L i s t  o f  P j u n c i p a l  S y m b o l s
Charge on an electron.
Thickness of a uniform film.
Thickness of an inhomogeneous layc'r. 
i Mass of an electron.
Number density of electrons.
Critical mxmbor density of electrons in a rationalized system.
Nil =  Number density of electrons in a uniform plasma.
™ Refractive index of a plasma. 
flu — Refractive index of a uniform plasma.
y — Wave admittance normalized with respect to that of free space, 
y© =  Propagation coefficient in free space. 
y =  Propagation coefficient in a plasma. 
yu~ Propagation coefficient in a uniform film.
Cq =■ Absolute permittivity of free space.
Xo == Free-space wavelei^h.
p ss:: Frequency of collisions of electrons with heavy particles.
P =  Kefiection coefficient for the electric field.
T =  Transmission coefficient for the electric field.
0} ~  Angular wave-frequency.
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Let be the propagation coefficient in the uniform film and I be its thickness. 
Let '^12 represent the reflection and transmission coefficients, for the layer
iljB, of a plane electromagnetic; wave incident normally from the medium 1 under 
the condition that both the media 1 anfl 2 are semi-infinite, separated by the layer. 
Let />2i '^ 21 represent the coefficients of a wave incident normally from the
medium 2 under the same condition as before. Similarly, for the layer BC, let 
p23 and 723 coefficients of a wave incident from the medium 2 under the
condition that the media 2 an<l are semi-infinite, separated by BC. I f  the 
propagation coefficients at all points in A B  and CD art* known, the above reflec- 
tion and transmission coefficients can be (;alculated by a numerical method des­
cribed elsewhere in detail (Nicoll and Basu, 1962).
Fig. 1. Stratified modium consisting of a uniform film and inhomogeneous boundary layers.
BO, marked 2—-Uniform film.
.\B, CD—inhomogeneous boundary layers.
1, 3—homogeneous media.
Now, let a plane electromagnetic wave b(> incident noniially on the whole 
stratified medium A D  from the hum hum 1. The over-all reflection and trans­
mission coefficients are given by the following equations (see Appendix 1 for the 
derivation of the equations).
f )  ~  p i2+ .. (1)
1 —P2lP!Of’~‘ y “'
(2)
Let us assume that A D  in Fig. I repn^ents a stratifiefi plasma. Tlie propa­
gation coefficient in a plasma is given by (Ratcliffe, 1959)
r  =  To» 
-=ro[ 1 1*—i(v/<o)J
(3)^
•For definitions of quantities see the List of Principal Symbols.
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Hence, if the electron density and collision frequency at all points in the plasma 
are known, the propagation coeflScicmts for a wave of angular frequency co can be 
calculated from eqn. (3), and the over-all reflection and transmission coefficients 
can then be determined from eqns. (1) and (2).
IN H O M ()(;l E N E O U  S L A Y E K S  OF Z E R O  T H I C K N E S S
I f  the* inhomogeneous laytTs AR  and (U) in Fig. 1 disappear, leaving the 
uniform film BC between the media 1 and 3, the quantities 
and Tga are all given by the Fresnel formida(\ W e find that eqns. (1) and (2) are 
now (‘Oilverted into tlu  ^ well-known formulate for the reflection and transmission 
coefficients for a uniform film (Born and Wolf, 1950).
J  1^2
(4)
In this trivial <^ ase the quantiti(\s /qg- ' i^2> directly obtained from the
refractive indic(‘s <^ f the media I, 2 and 3.
I J) K N T I (‘ A L 1 N H () M O 0 E N E O V S L A Y E K S
Let ns assume that in Fig. 1, the media 1 and 3 are th(^  same and that tln^  
inhomogeneous layers AB and T)(^  are identical. This can usually lie taken as 
a valid assumjition if AJ) rfqirescmts a jilasma bounded on either sidt* by free 
space or air. The over-all n^fleedion and transmission ccu'ffirients are, from eqnfe*. 
(1) and (2),
P Pvy
i-(p2i^~y^^ y^
m
(7)
Numerical calculations can be simjilified by using th(‘ Halations fierived in 
Appendix 2 and enumerated belov .
First we hav^ e
(8)
where and are the w ave admittance's of the media 1 and 2, normalized with 
respect to the wave admittance of free? space. Hence, if either of and t i^ is 
knovm, the other one can be readily determineul. ft is to bo noted here that if 
the permeability of a merlium is unity, the normalized wave admittance is equal 
^taitsjrefcactive index. In particular, a plasma is diamagnetic, but only w q ^ y _  
so, and its permeability can bfe assumeel to be unity. ^
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.i. next make a simpjifyiiig assumplioji that the Avave admittance is
x^al all throughout the media under consideraticju. For a plasma the assumption 
implies that the electron collision frequency is very small, compared to the fre­
quency of the incident wave, and tliat noA\lu‘r(^  in tlie plasma the electron density 
exceeds the so-c^alled (critical valu(‘ lor the parti< ular wav(^-frequency. The 
following relations are now found to hold good.
l/h'il l/^nl
k i2 l///i  -  I ra il///,
Zr,2 - Zr,i
( )^
( 10)
(11)
( 12 )
Tf, therefore, numerical calculations are mad(> for one of the pairs, 
or (p2i» rgi), the other pair (*an lx', determined from the above equations.
L I N E A R  D I S T R I O L T I O N  OF ELEC’ T R ON D F N S I T Y  
T N T N H O Ar () G E N E O S L A V E R S
In many practical c‘ases a ])lasma can he nxisonahly assumed to have a tra­
pezoidal distribution of electron density, as shown in Fig. 2 (AVharton and Slager, 
1960). Such a plasma can he thought of as having a uniform lihu in the middle 
and inlnanogemxms layers with linear distrihution of (*l(‘ctron (Umsity on either 
side.
Fig. 2. Trapezoidal dwtribution ol‘ oleetron dcxisiiy.
Let us consider an inhomogeneous plasma layi^ r A'B' of thickness V and with 
linear density distribution, separating free space from a semi-infinite uniform plasma 
with electron density (Fig. .‘D- The reflection and transmission coefficients 
■for the layer are given bekw in graphical form, the thiokiicss/' being taken ais 
•Ao/2, A„ or ?Ao where A„ repre.sents the free-spaee waveleugtl. of the incident, eJe*-
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tromagnetic radiation. The coefficients were obtained by a step-by-step inte* 
gration process (Nicoll and Basu, 1962) carried out on the Mercury computer 
at Manchester University. For the sake of simplicity the collision frequency of 
electrons is assumed to be negligible, compared to the frequency of the incident 
wave. For plasmas with trapezcidal distribution of electron density and with 
inhomogeneous layers of thickness Aq/2 . Aq or 2Aq, the over-all reflection and trans­
mission coefficients can be readily calculated from the given results by using eqns. 
(1) and (2).
Fig. 3. Inhomogeneous plasma layer with linear distribution of electron density, separating
free space from a uniform plasma.
A' B'—inhomogeneous plasma layer.
1— ^free space.
2— ^ uniform pi '^ ma.
It may be mentioned that the results’ w'hich wore calculated on the basis of 
a numerical method (^ ould also be obtained by the algebraic method devised by 
Hartree (1928-29) for determining the reflection coefficient and extended by the 
author (Basu, 1960) for determining the transmission coefficient as well.
(a) Wave incident from free space
Figures 4(a) and (b) show respectively the magnitude and phase angle of the 
reflection coefficient, j p^ 2 1 and for different thicknesses of the inhomogeneous 
layer A^ B* when a plane electromagnetic wave is incident normally on the layer 
from free space. The magnitude and phase angle of the transmission coefficient, 
17x21 and Z ^ i2» shown in Pigs, 4(c) and (d), A  few salient features of the plots 
in Figs. 4(a) through (d) are discussed below.
Fig. 4(a) : \pi^ \ increases with the increase o f until reaches JV'c, 
the critical density. Once the critical density is reached, all the incident wave 
is reflected, and | Pi^  | remains at unity for further increase o f The greater 
die thickness o f the inhomogeneous layer, the smoother the transition from free
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Fig. 4. Characteristics for the layer A' B' in Fig. 3 when a piano wave is incident normaUy 
from froe space.
(a) Magnitude of the reflection coefficient.
J<xf\
rSOO- /
/
/
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"•h
<b) Fhan of the refieotion ooelficient.
$0 3S 4S
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space to th(» uniforjn plasma and hciu*c the le&s the tho valm. of | for the same 
electron density N^  ^ whon Nu <  Nc-
Fig. 4(b) : The r(*^ Heciion takes place, in general, from all parts of the in- 
homogen(*oiis layer, and tlu* net reflected wavo first lags behind the incident wave.
(c) Mugnitudo o f  the imnsinisHioii coc'llicit'iil.
The lagging angle, i.e., “ /./h a  d<^creases as inereaso*. When equals Nf.,
there is a dis(^ontimiity in the curvatiin^ of the plot f\>r point
after Avhich the ?*e‘fraetiv(‘ index of a part of tiu* plasma becomes imaginary. 
When Nu, tends toward infinity, the ('h^etron density even at the input boundary 
is very high, and the wave is effectively refleeted right at that b(mndary ; now 
the reflection angle apfiroaches ISO'" in the limit (cf. Nicoll and Basu, 1962). 
I f  Nu is kei>t fixed and the thi(.*kness Z' is irlcr(^ased, ~  /LPvi increases. How^- 
ever, the difference betw i^nm the angles is rcdmuid a^  rises, the difference being 
zero when =  oo.
Fig. 4(c) : When Nu <  N,.. tiu‘ magnitude of the transmitted electric vector 
is given by ~  iPth^ u)^  ^ wlier(  ^ pi is the*, transmitted power normalized with
respect to the incident power and fiu is the refractive index of the uniform plasma. 
W ith the increase of N ^  from zero, which is equal to 1™* \pi2 \  ^ reduced, but 
Uu is reduced at a faster rate; as a result increases. When, however, N^
exceeds Nc, the refractive index becomes imaginary in a part of the inhomogeneous 
layer, and the wave is attenuated; now^  with the ineniase  ^ of N^ the attenuation 
increases ai^d | j is rcdm^erl more and more. It is interesting to note that 
although the transmitted power is zero in this region, the transmitted electric 
vector is not so; tlu  ^ vector is. in this case, associated with an evanescent wave in 
the uniform plasma. Let us next consider different thicknesses of the inhomo­
geneous layer, and lot N^ <  An increase In the thickness results in a decrease
1 P i2 1 “ thorofore, in an increase in H en ce for th e sam e electron den sity  
Nu, i .o ., for th e  sa m e refractive index n^, th e  greater th e  thickness V, the higher th e  
v a lu e  o f  1 t ^ 2  I • W h e n  >  Nc, the region over w hich the w ave is atten u ated  
increases w ith  an  increase in V, and | | decreases a t a  m ore rapid rate.
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Fig. 4(d) : Initially at ^  0 the phase angle of the transmitted electric 
^•e(*tor, corresponds to tlic thickness of the inhomogeneous layer, this anghi
being negative as the transmitted vector lags behind the incident one. With the 
increase in the electron density throughout the layer increases, and the refrac­
tive index is reduced. This results in a decrease in the effective path-length in 
the layer, and — ^  is diminished. A t — Nc there is a noticeable change 
in the curvature of the plot of the phase angle. The greater the thickness l\ 
obviously the higher the initial value o f—* /X ig- The difference betwtH^n the trans­
mission angles, however, decreases with increase in All the plots approach 
90° as tends to infinity. This is due to the fact that the phase change occurs 
now mainly at the input boundary, whore the limiting value is 90°.
(6) Wave incident from the uniform plasma
Referring to the model in Fig. 3, let us assume that a piano electromag­
netic wave is incident normally on the inhomogeneous layer from the semi-infinite 
uniform plasm a. The magnitude and phase angle of the reflection coefficient, 
2
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Fig. 6. (a) Characteristics for the layer A' B' in Fig. 3 when a piano wave is incident nor- 
medly from the uniform plasma.
(b)—represent the same parameters as described below P’ig. 4.
\pfi\ and Z/>2i, are plotted in Figs. 5(a) and (b). The corresponding quantities 
for the transmission coefficient, | Tgj \ and /.T ji, are shown in Pigs. 5(c) and (d).
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The plots in Figs. 4 and 5 conform to the relation given in eqn. (8) in the general 
case and to those in eqns. (9) through (12) for N„ <  Ng. The following additional 
points are worth noting in connection vrith the plots in Figs. 5(a) through (d).
O r
•~600- //
~70d\p^
/
j ______J.
0-5 l-O ■ 75----- to ts To ^  *0
"‘k
Fig. 6 (d)
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(1) Consider the case : =  Nc-
=  11 1 /  — 180*^  =  — 1, and Tgi =  0. The uniform plasma is now perfectly 
short-circuited, as it wore, at the input boundary of the inhomogeneous layer. 
Since the refractive index of the plasma is zero, there is no change of the 
electric field in the plasma, and the resultant electric field all throughout is zero. 
There is an abrupt change of 90® in each plot of /.Tgi, corresponding to the fact 
that the refractive index of the uniform plasma is real when <  Nc and 
imaginary wlien >  Nc-
(2) Consider the case : >  iV .^
TJio uniform plasma is reactive in nature, and the energy associated with 
electromagnetic waves inside the plasma is in the form of stored energy 
However, r i^ has a finite magnitude, indicating that it is still possible to transmit 
some power out. This can be explained by the presence of a Veflc^cted wave’ 
in the plasma. A similar situation arises when a microwave jnston attenuates 
is tenninated by a resistive load (Barlow and Cullen, 1950).
I f  the thickness of the inhomogeneous layer were zero, i.e., if there were a 
sudden transition from the uniform plasma to free space, would have
remained constant at unity as increased beyond Nf,, and |t2i | would Jiave 
simultaneously increastnl, reaching 2 at ~  oo. For a finite thickness of the 
inhomogeneous layer the net reflected 'wave can be thought of as the resultant of 
the 'svaves reflected from all parts of the layer, and on account of the reactive attenu­
ation of the waves in the layer, | P211 is rediu^ed witli the increase of as sliown 
in Fig. 5(a); jrgx | first increases as increases, but as the attenuation becomes 
predominant, [xgil gets reduced with further increase in (Fig. 5c).
As Nu increases beyond Nc, the penetration becomes less and 
creases, the penetration tending to zero in the Ihnit and — tending to 0® 
(Fig. 5b), ~  Z,T2i also approaches 0° at the same time (Fig. 5d), as there is, in 
the limit, no phase change in the whole plasma medium nor any at the output 
boundary.
(c) Triangular distrihution of the electron demity
I f  the thickness of the uniform film in Fig. 2 is made equal to zero, the tra­
pezoidal distribution of electron density becomes a triangular one. Tlie over­
all reflection and transmission coefficients for a few models of the plasma with 
triangular density distribution have been previously reported by Nicoll and Basu 
(1962). The results obtained on the basis of eqns. (6) and (7) and the plots in 
Figs. 4 and 5 are found to be in conformity with the previous results.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Tlie reflection and transmission coefficients for the whole column A D  in Fig. 1 
can be obtained by the numerical method described by Nicoll and Basu (1962). 
However, if the inhomogeneou& layers A B  and CD  remain the same and only
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the thickness of the uniform film BC changes, it is not necessary to go through 
tho numerical process every time; ecins. (1) and (2) can be, instead, utilized. 
The reflection and transmission coefficients for some models of plasmas -with 
trapezoidal distribution of elc< tron (b'usity can be directly calculate<l from tho 
results reported in this paper; the inhomogtmeous layers of the plasmas inust, of 
course, <!orrespond to those that have becni discusscsl.
The method describcnl in deriving eqns. (1) and (2) can be readily (‘xtended 
to yield the reflection and transmission j)roperties of a system consisting of a 
number of homogeneous and inhomog(>neous layers, e.g., a plasma with trapezoidal 
distribution of electron density, enclosed by the glass walls of the container.
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A P P E N D IX  I
D E R I V A T I O N  OF T H E  G E N E R A L  E Q U A T O N S
Considering Fig. 1, let a plane electromagnetic wav(‘ be incicUnit normally 
on the stratified medium from tlie medium 1. At the points .1. R and f  
there are now two restiltant waves, one forward-moving and the othor ba(;kMard- 
moving. However, at 1) then' is only the forward-moving wave in the medium 
3, which corresponds to the \\av(( transmitted out. We assume that at the poiTit 
D  the electric field corresponding to this wave is given by a vec tor of unit magni­
tude and zero phase. Tin* reflection and transmission coefficients for the inhomo­
geneous laj'ers A B  and CD are given by p ,2. D j, etc., as described in Sec. II.
The electric fields of the forward and backward wav»‘S in the medium 2 at the 
point 0  are :
1 ... (A .1)
’ '23
‘fie)
Eh(r) — P2 3 ... (A.2)
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Tho corresponding quantities in the same medium at the point B  are ;
eW
2^3
^HB) To
. . . (A.3) 
. . . (A.4)
23
The forward wave at B ran be divided into tw'o parts, the electric field of the 
first part being heing A/(ij) "Pu^biB)- back­
ward wave at B togetlan* with tlu* first part of the forA\ard wave corresponds 
to a backward wave in the jm'dium 1; tlu  ^ (‘leetrie field of this backward wave 
at the point A  is Tlio second [>art of the forward wave at B  corresponds
to a forward wave plus a backward wav^ c in th<' medhnu 1; the electric fields 
of these v'aves at A are (r,. )^  ^ (Efuf) Pii^^bih)) res­
pectively.
Hence the (‘lectri(  ^ fields of tlu' total forward and backward waves in the 
medium 1 at the point A are :
E.f(A) Tio
(•yj
r 12^ 23
(1 ~/>2l/^23^ -2y,//) (A.5)
ri>»
_  7 " '  I 2 y „ /  ) . . .  ( A .f i )
'^ 2.1 r^ 2'T23
The over-all reflection coefficient for the stratified medium AT) is given hy
... (A.7)f. ^MA)' ■ y^fiA)
Since the trannniittcd electric vector at D has been assumerl to be of unit 
magnitude and zero ]ihase, the over-aJl transmission eoeffieiont is given by
1
E,
. . .  (A.8)
"■'fU)
The general equation.^ (1) and (2) in See. IT are derived from eqns. (A.5) 
through (A.8).
I t  should bo noted that the equations can also he derived in two other ways, 
as mentioned by Montgomery (1947) in a different context.
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R E L A T I O N S  H K T W E E N THE KEF L ECTI ON AND  
T R A N S M I S S I O N  Ci) E F F 1 I E N T S F O H A N 
I N II0 M O C E N E O US 1. A Y E li
Lot an inhomogeneous layer li(> lu^ tTOon two semi-infmite hoiuogeiKnnis media 
1  and 2. Here we deter mint; the relations iK^ lween and where
pi2 and Ti2 represent the refltudion and transmission c;oellieionts, for tlu^  inhomo­
geneous layer, of a plane (d(M‘tromagneti({ wave incident nonnally from the medium 
1  while />2i and represent the eorr(\sponding quantiti(^s if tlie wave is incident 
from the medium 2 .
The inliornogcuKHms laycn* can he (!Onsiden;d as a stratified jnedium consist­
ing of a very large number ol* thin films. If the thi(‘knesses of the Jilins ar(^  suflfi- 
(dentlv small, it is pennissihlc* to regard the refractive indc^ x to l>e constant 
throughout each film.
Now, Born and W olf (1959) have derived (‘xprt‘ssions for tln^ . reflection 
and transmission coefficients for a stratified medium in terms of a matrix which 
is a eliaracterist-ic property of tht‘ particular medium. Let M  represent the 
characteristic matrix for tin* iidiomogeneous layer under considc^ration. We 
can relati  ^ the electric and juagnetic ffidds at the inj)ut and output boundaries, 
Ei, Hi, and in the following way.
(A-9)
The. reflection and transmission co(‘ffi(*i(‘nis for tlu^  inhomogeneous lay(»i, 
Pi and Ti, can be expressed in terms of tlie elements ol tiu' matrix 31.
~ E r
M
. H i . L^A)J
Pi
{Wiljll— i'''l-JflVo
{‘^ hlVi I W22?/o) +  ("'l2?/*.Vo l '” 21)
(A-10)
T{ —
___ 2)/,____
(Wu!/i +  "^ 222/o)
... (A.ll)
In the above equations ?/,• and ?/» are. the wave admittances of the homo- 
genoous media on the input and output sides of the inhomogenous layer, nonua- 
lizod with respect to the wave admittanee of free space.
Let us consider the thin fihus constituting the inhomogeneoms lajw . U t  
these films, starting from the input boundary, be (hs»iguakHl ,as (1 ), ( - ) , . . .  (n),
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and let ... ¥ < '" be their characteristic matrices. It can bo shown
that
M  — ... ...(A.12)
Let
¥ " )
LV^ hi
Then, from eqn. (A.12),
' will Wi2
m 22<“  J  ’
3/(2) ^
^22**’ -
, etc.
ma2'“  J
Wjl'"* /Hi2
_ M(22'"’
ii w,a,<“ w*o,«2‘*’w«2“3‘®‘ -
where each of «i, « 2. «3- - « » - 2. « « -i  ^
From eqn. (A. 13)
ma,i^2(in-i( 7 1- 1 )'ma'n-i
2 (7 1 )
1( « )
2 (7 1 )
(A.13)
(A.14)
1, 1 » .  fta.t imagine that an eleotm nagnefe wave i .  ineiJont on the mhomo-
geneou. layer from the meilhm. 1. Let the film , extending f - ” * '  " f  
to 2 be deagnatod a . (1), (2 )... («)• Then the characteri«.c m atM  of the 
1 -a mvcTi hv ean (A 12), and its elements are given by eqn. (A.1 ).
S o n  Lfiieient ft, and the tr.„.mi»ion coeffident r„ are obtains! from eqn..
(A.IO) and (A .ll).
/>12 =  (A.15)
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T,,12
(%i»/i+W2a2/2)+(»»izyiy2’-h»*2i)
2j/i ... (A.16)(w„2/i4 fwjj)
whoro 9ji and y.^  are the normalized wave admittances of the media I and 2 .
Let us next imagine that an electromagnetic wave is incident on the inhomo­
geneous layer from the medium 2 . Starting from the input boundary, the thin 
films are now (n), (n -1 ), ...(1). Lot JIf' be the characteristic matrix for the whole 
layer in this case. Then,
- r  ... if(i)
If
M/ -
mil
7W/2,
m 12
m .
(A. 17) 
(A.18)
(A.19)
it can h(^  easily shown that
m'li — S ...
m'i2 ^  ^ y  •••
m'2 1  “  S ...
m'2 2 =  S ...
where, as in eqn. (A.14), eadi of rq, 3^, ... he either 1 or 2 .
Now, following Born and Wolf (1959), tho characteristic matrix of thc^  tliin 
him (r) can he written
J/(n ^
n^ri
m.
(o n
(^)sin(7„w A)
cos [y^ yif^ lr)
(A.2 0 )
cos (7 o w A )
-  hjf sin (7 o^  ^a :
wliere //^  and are respectively the refractive index and normalized wave ad­
mittance of the film, Mr is its thi(‘kness, and 7 „ is the propagation coefficient of 
the incident wave in free space.
It is found from eqn. (A.2 0 ) that
7)h (T) m (r)22 ... (A.21)
Since eqn. (A.21) is valid for all the thin films, i.e., for all values of (/*) from 
(1) to (n), it can be shown from eqns. (A.14) and (A.19) that
m 1 1  =  m.22
m 12 m12
Wl 21 — WI21
=  % i J
... (A.22)
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Considering eqns. (A .10), (A .ll )  and (A.22), the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, and are given by
/>21
I T 21)
(^ll//l +  ^ ^2^2) +  (^^122/1^2 + W?2j)
(A.23)
2^1 — —^ i— -//2
(^w/u;yi-f "^'222/2)-+ (^ '^'i2;Vi«/2 f
___________ -^2_______
(mjiJ/i +  m22?/2)4 (^ ?12?/l?/2 + ' ^ ' ' 2 1 )
(A.24)
The relation given in eqn. (8) in Sec. IV  is obtained from e(|ris. (A. 16) and 
(A.24).
I f  the wave admittance is assumed to be real all throughout tlu^  media under 
consideration, and «/.> are real, and ^^2 sliown to lie rt*al Avhih'
mi2 and mgi turn out to be imaginary. Under these conditions eqns. (A .15), 
(A.16), (A.23) and (A.24) give the relations expressetl in eqns. (0), (II) and (12) 
in Sec. IV . It is also found that
Z /d 2 +  Z P2 I (A.25)
where k can be any integer. Since eqn. (A .15) is a general equation, it must be 
valid for the trivial case when the thickness of the inhomogeneous layer !>e(a>mes 
zero; it is then found from Fresners formulae that ^ — ~ 1 .  Hence we get the 
relation in eqn. (10).
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